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This booklet lists U.S. scholars receiving 1979-80 awards for university lecturing and advanced research abroad under the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act (Fulbright Program). A few awards are pending and will be included in a supplemental announcement to be published in November by the Council for International Exchange of Scholars.

In October CIES publishes a similar list of senior scholars from abroad visiting the United States under Fulbright auspices. Those interested may request copies.

The purpose of the Fulbright Program is "to increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the people of other countries." The International Communication Agency contracts with CIES to conduct annual competitions for senior awards. CIES arranges for the professional review of applications and nominates candidates for consideration by institutions abroad and by the Board of Foreign Scholarships.

American scholars and other professionals interested in university lecturing and advanced research abroad are invited to register with CIES. In March or April registrants receive the announcement of awards to begin 12-18 months later. The general competition for Australia, New Zealand and Latin American countries closes June 1, and for countries in Africa, Asia and Europe, July 1. Late applications may be accepted to meet specific country requests.

August 1979
AFRICA SHORT-TERM AWARDS

HERMAN G. BERKMAN -- Prof Urban Planning, Graduate Sch Public Administration, New York U, New York. Lecture in urban and regional planning, computer based information systems; universities in Gabon, Senegal and Nigeria, 6/79-7/79.


ARGENTINA

JAMES C. CAREY -- Prof History, Kansas State U, Manhattan. Lecture on United States contemporary life and institutions; National U Tucuman, San Miguel de Tucuman, 9-11/79.

HERBERT LEON HARRIS -- Political Science, San Francisco State U, California. Lecture on public administration and advise on curriculum development; Universidad Nacional de Santiago del Estero, 7/79-1/80.


NANCY ANGELINE POTTER -- English Department, U Rhode Island, Kingston. Seminar on American literature; U Salvador and other teacher training institutions, Buenos Aires, 8/79-11/79.


AUSTRALIA


RUBIN BATTINO -- Prof Chemistry, Wright State U, Dayton,
OHIO


E. J. MENDELSOHN -- Prof History of Science, Harvard U., Cambridge, Massachusetts. Lecture on role of history and philosophy of science in education; Australian Academy of Science and several universities and conferences, Canberra, 8/79-9/79.


AUSTRIA


THE BAHAMAS

W. SPIER -- Asst Prof Mathematics Education, Bowling Green State U., Ohio. Lecture on methodology of teaching mathematics in junior and senior high schools; College of Bahamas, Nassau, 8/79-6/80.
BELGIUM

GARY A. AHRENS -- Asst Prof Business Administration, U Iowa, Iowa City. Research on philosophy of law; Centre de Philosophie du Droit, U Libre de Bruxelles, three months in academic year 1979-80.

DENNIS K. DAVIS -- Assoc Prof Communications, Cleveland State U, Ohio. Lecturing in Belgium and Netherlands on mass communications; Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Spring semester, 1980.


JAMES D. TRACY -- Prof History, U Minnesota, Minneapolis. Research on history of the province of Holland with special reference to Amsterdam, circa 1493-1590; Belgian Archives, Brussels, 4½ months in academic year 1979-80.

BOTSWANA

MARTHA A. JOHN -- Prof and Ch Educational Service, Mid-America Nazarene College, Olathe, Kansas. Lecture and research on teaching strategies and methodology, educational psychology; U Botswana, 8/79-7/80.

RICHARD F. WEISFELDER -- Assoc Prof Political Science, U Toledo, Ohio. Lecture on African politics and international relations; U Botswana and Swaziland, Gaborone, Botswana, 8/79-7/80.

BRAZIL

GEORGE P. BROWNE -- Assoc Prof History, Seton Hall U, South Orange, New Jersey. Lecture in U.S. and Brazilian history; Federal U Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, 6/79-12/79. (Renewal)


FLOYD GAFFNEY -- Prof Drama, U California, La Jolla. Lecture and research on African/ American dance and drama; Escola de Musica e Artes Cenicas, U Federal da Bahia, Salvador, 6/79-9/79.


ASPICIBALD O. HALLER -- Prof Rural Sociology, U Wis­ sin, Madison. Lecture in social mobility; Federal U Fornambuco, Recife, 7/79-8/79.


BULGARIA

ALLEN W. GRAVES -- Prof English, California State University, Northridge. Lecture in American fiction and contemporary American lyrics; U Veliko Turnovo, 7/79-6/80.

BURUNDI


CAMEROON

HAL SCRIPPS CHASE -- Asst Prof History, Ball State U, Muncie, Indiana. Lecture on history of international relations from 1815, Black American studies; U Yaounde, 9/79-7/80.
BELGIUM

GARY A. AHRENS -- Asst Prof Business Administration, U Iowa, Iowa City. Research on philosophy of law; Centre de Philosophie du Droit, U Libre de Bruxelles, three months in academic year 1979-80.

DENNIS K. DAVIS -- Assoc Prof Communications, Cleveland State U, Ohio. Lecturing in Belgium and Netherlands on mass communications; Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Spring semester, 1980.


JAMES D. TRACY -- Prof History, U Minnesota, Minneapolis. Research on history of the province of Holland with special reference to Amsterdam, circa 1493-1590; Belgian Archives, Brussels, 4½ months in academic year 1979-80.

BOTSWANA

MARTHA A. JOHN -- Prof and Ch Educational Service, Mid-America Nazarene College, Olathe, Kansas. Lecture and research on teaching strategies and methodology, educational psychology; U Botswana, 8/79-7/80.

RICHARD F. WEISFELDER -- Assoc Prof Political Science, U Toledo, Ohio. Lecture on African politics and international relations; U Botswana and Swaziland, Gaborone, Botswana, 8/79-7/80.

BRAZIL

GEORGE F. BROWN -- Assoc Prof History, Seton Hall U, South Orange, New Jersey. Lecture in U.S. and Brazilian history; Federal U Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, 6/79-12/79. (Renewal)


ROGER W. FINDLEY -- Prof Law, U Illinois, Champaign. Research on environmental protection law and policy for major development projects in Brazil; ENDE, FINEP and Universidade do Estado do Rio, Rio de Janeiro, 1/80-6/80.


FLOYD GAFFNEY -- Prof Drama, U California, La Jolla. Lecture and research on African American dance and drama; Escola de Musica e Artes Cenicas, U Federal da Bahia, Salvador, 6/79-9/79.


BULGARIA

ALLEN W. GRAVES -- Prof English, California State University, Northridge. Lecture in American fiction and contemporary American lyrics; U Veliko Turnovo, 7/79-6/80.

BURUNDI


CAMEROON

HAL SCRIPPS CHASE -- Asst Prof History, Ball State U, Muncie, Indiana. Lecture on history of international relations from 1815, Black American studies; U Yaounde, 9/79-7/80.

CHILE


JAMES E. OFFICER -- Anthropology Department, U Arizona, Tucson. Lecture in American studies and anthropology; Catholic U Chile, Santiago, 6/79-12/79.

STEPHEN JAY WYMAN -- Asst Prof Drama, U Texas, Austin. Lecture in modern techniques of acting and directing and direct American play in translation; U Chile, Santiago, 5/79-7/79.

COLOMBIA

JON E. AMASTAE -- Asst Prof and Acting Director Language and Linguistics Research Center, Pan American U, Edinburg, Texas. Lecturer and consultant in general and applied linguistics; Universidad de los Andes, Bogota, 6/79-8/80.


PEDRO G. CASTILLO -- Department History, U California, Santa Cruz. Lecture on American history, American contemporary society, and American minority and women's studies; various Colombian universities, 8/79-11/79.

JOHN L. A. DE PASSALACQUA -- Assoc Prof Law, U Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras. Lecture on international public and private law and international institutions; several Colombian universities, 2/80-5/80.


LAURENCE C. GERCKENS -- Prof City and Regional Planning, Ohio State U, Columbus. Lecturer and consultant in urban and regional planning; Javeriana U, Bogota, 6/79-9/79.


MAURICIO A. GUTIERREZ -- Asst Prof Mathematics, Tufts U, Medford, Massachusetts. Lecture and research on algebraic topology; various Colombian universities, 6/79-9/79.


MICHAEL JOHN TOWNEY -- Assoc Prof Economics, U Michigan, Dearborn. Lecture in international economics, economic development, macro- and micro-economics; Universidad Nacional de Bogota, 5/79-8/79.


CONGO

ANNE ADAMS GRAVES -- Asst Prof Pan-African Studies, Kent State U, Ohio. Lecture on American literature and civilization, methods of research in literature; Marien Nguabi U, Brazzaville, 9/79-6/80.

COSTA RICA


CZECHOSLOVAKIA


DENMARK


ALLAN HANSON -- Prof Anthropology, U Kansas, Lawrence. Lecture in recent theoretical developments in cultural anthropology; Aarhus U, 1/80-5/80.


DOUGLAS T. MILLER -- Prof History, Michigan State U,


DOMINICAN REPUBLIC


PETER H. ENGEL -- Prof and Chairman, Geography and Geology, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts. Research on the Dominican Republic's agrarian reform and internal colonization (resettlement) programs; Dominican Agrarian Institute, Santo Domingo, 1/80-7/80.

ANDREW J. GORDON -- Postdoctoral Fellow Anthropology, Lecturer Community Medicine, Brown U, Providence, Rhode Island. Research on alcohol use and changing lifestyles among beneficiaries of agrarian reform; Consejo Nacional de Poblacion y Familia, Santo Domingo, 6 months within academic year 1979-80.

ECUADOR


JOSEPH H. SHERRARD -- Assoc Prof Civil Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State U, Blacksburg. Lecture and research on wastewaters and industrial residues; Central U Ecuador, Quito, 1/80-6/80.

UWE HEINRICH STUECHER -- Asst Prof Psychoeducational Studies, U Minnesota, Minneapolis. Lecture and counsel in special education; Institutes Special Education throughout Ecuador, 10/79-3/80.

EGYPT

JUAN R. FREUDENTHAL -- Assoc Prof Library Science, Simmons College, Boston, Massachusetts. Instruction and guidance in library and information services; Cairo U, 9/79-6/80.

ANDREW KERK -- Prof and Director Linguistics Program, Miami U, Oxford, Ohio. Teach general linguistics, phonetics and stylistics; Al-Azhar U, Cairo, 9/79-6/80.

MARTIN R. QUINN -- Asst Prof English, Pennsylvania State U, Beaver Campus, Monaca. Lecture on 19th and 20th century American literature; Al-Azhar U, Cairo, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)


WILLIAM C. WENTE -- Prof Broadcast Communication Arts, San Francisco State U, California. Lecture on communication theory and mass media theory; Cairo U, 9/79-6/80.

FIJI


FINLAND


MEHDI JAZAYERI -- Asst Prof Computer Science, U North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Lecture in language design and attribute grammars in computer science; U Helsinki, 5/79-7/79.

VINCENT B. LEITCH -- Assoc Prof English, Mercer U, Macon, Georgia. Lecture on American poetry and criticism; U Tampa, 9/79-12/79.


ARTHUR A. VANDENBARK -- Research Immunologist, Veterans Administration Medical Center, Portland, Oregon. Lecture on clinical immunology; U Tampa, 7/79-10/79.

FRANCE


WILLARD BOHN -- Research Assoc Comparative Literature, U California, Berkeley. Lecture in modern American literature; U Paris XII, Val de Marne, 10/79-6/80.


LELAND L. BULL, JR. -- Assoc Prof Law, U Detroit, Michigan. Lecture on American commercial law; U Clermont-Ferrand, 1/80-6/80.

RICHARD CARL EXNER -- Prof German Literature, U California, Santa Barbara. Lecture on 19th and 20th century German and Austrian literature; Institut Maurice Mauroche, U Nice, 1/80-6/80.


JOHN BRUCE HITCHCOCK -- Teach medical English as applied to translation and documentation; U Bordeaux II, 10/79-6/80.

ROBERT HUDEC -- Prof Law, U Minnesota Law School, Minneapolis. Lecture in U.S. contract and commercial law; Faculty of Law, U Lyon III, 9/79-12/79.


JOANNE JACOBSON -- Teaching Assistant, American Studies, U Iowa, Iowa City. Lecture in American literature and culture; U Angers, 10/79-6/80.


SALIE PRATT -- Asst Prof Music, Montclair State College, New Jersey. Lecture on special techniques in music education for the handicapped; Faculty of Medicine, U Montpellier, 6/79-7/79.

DAVID B. RANKIN -- Prof English, California State U, Dominguez Hills. Lecture on English and American studies and literature; U Paris III, 1/78-12/78.


EUGENE F. SCHMIDLEIN -- Instructor and Ch History and Social Sciences, Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri. Lecture in 20th century American political life and social evolution; U Center of Savoie, Chambery, 10/79-6/80.

MARCELLA B. TAYLOR -- Asst Prof English, St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota. Lecture in modern American literature; U Dijon, 10/79-6/80.


SAMUEL J. WILLIAMSON -- Prof Physics, New York U, New York, New York. Research on low temperature physics; Service de Physique des Solides, U Paris XI, Orsay,

GERMANY


DONALD D. CLAYTON -- Prof Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice U, Houston, Texas. Research on nuclear astrophysics and formation of the solar system; Max-Planck Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, 9/79-7/80.


EUGENE DORSON -- Assoc Prof German and Russian, U Alabama, University. Research on modern German literature; Erziehungswissenschaftliche Hochschule, Landau, 9/79-7/80.


JAMES C. HUNT -- Asst Prof History and Political Science, Saint Joseph’s College, North Windham, Maine.

Research on German social history, 1871-1918; U Bonn, 9/79-7/80.


MARGARET A. SCHEFFELIN -- Consultant Education Research


JAMES O. YERKES -- Assoc Prof Theology, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana. Research on philosophical theology; U Bochum, 1/80-6/80.


GRANT L. ALTHEN -- Foreign Student Adviser, Office of International Education and Services, U Iowa, Iowa City.

CECILIA C. BAIMANN -- Director, Oldenburg Center for International Relations and Modern Languages, Pomona College, Claremont, California.

HAROLD C. BRADLEY -- Director, International Programs, Georgetown U, Washington, D.C.

JACK D. BURKE -- Director, International Student Services, U Houston, Texas.


DIANA GUERRERO -- Asst Director Admissions, U Texas, El Paso.

DEAN C. LOMIS -- International Student Adviser, International Center, U Delaware, Newark.

LESLIE R. LONG -- Director, International Office, Tufts U, Medford, Massachusetts.

SARAH S. MCCARTEN -- Director, Center for International Education, U Denver, Colorado.

RALPH S. MORRISON -- Director, Office of International Services, U Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

JUNE CHUN NAUGHTON -- Foreign Student Adviser, International Student Office, U Hawaii, Honolulu.

HEATHER F. OLSON -- Foreign Student Adviser, Georgia State U, Atlanta.

RICHARD F. REIFF -- Director, International Services and Programs, U Georgia, Athens.

DAVID B. SANFORD -- Director, International Center, Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota.

GERALD M. SLAVIN -- Director, International Programs and Services, U New Mexico, Albuquerque.

MAX W. SWENSON -- International Student Adviser, Brigham Young U, Provo, Utah.

HELEN L. STEVENS -- International Student Adviser, Florida State U, Tallahassee.

J. PAUL WARD -- Asst Dean for Student Affairs, SUNY Albany, New York.

W. DOUGLAS WILSON -- Director, Human Relations Center and International Student Affairs, U Kentucky, Lexington.

A. LEE ZEIGLER -- Director, Bechtel International Center, Stanford U, California.

GHANA


GREECE

JOHN KESHISHOGLOU -- Prof and Dean Communications, Ithaca College, New York. Research on communications and advice to the Ministry of Education on implementation of plans for educational television; Ministry of Education, Athens, 10/79-6/80.


ROGER J. PORTER -- Assoc Prof Literature and Humanities, Reed College, Portland, Oregon. Lecture in American literature; U Thessaloniki, 10/79-6/80.

JULIUS R. RAPER -- Assoc Prof English, U North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Lecture on American literature; U Thessaloniki, 9/79-6/80.


PAT RIGG -- Asst Prof Curriculum Instruction in Media, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. Teach English as a foreign language and TEFL methodology; U Athens, 9/79-6/80.

WALTER R. SCHRUCHARD -- Assoc Prof, Emory U, Atlanta, Georgia. Lecture in American literature; U Thessaloniki, 10/79-6/80.
DIMITRI SOTIROPOULOS -- Prof Linguistics and Modern Greek, Ball State U, Muncie, Indiana. Conduct language research and advise on library science; U Thessaloniki, 10/79-6/80.

JACK C. WILLERS -- Prof, Programs for Educational Policy Specialists, George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee. Lecture in philosophy of education; Technical and Vocational Teacher Training Institute, Athens, 1/79-6/79.

STEPHEN WORCHEL -- Prof Psychology, U Virginia, Charlottesville. Conduct research in psychology and lecture in social science methodology; U Athens, 10/79-3/80.

GUATEMALA


GEORGE MANCINI -- Assoc Prof American Studies, Mercer U, Atlanta, Georgia. Teach American studies including social history of late 19th century; Hong Kong Baptist College, 9/79-6/80.

GEORGE C. WANG -- Prof Economics and Management, California State U, Dominguez Hills. Teach courses in management and conduct research on the operation of small enterprises in selected industries; Hong Kong U, 9/79-6/80.

HONG KONG

MATTHEW J. MANCINI -- Asst Prof American Studies, Mercer U, Atlanta, Georgia. Teach American studies including social history of late 19th century; Hong Kong Baptist College, 9/79-6/80.

ICELAND


S. DAVID FARR -- Prof and Director, Quantitative Analysis Laboratory, SUNY Buffalo, New York. Independent research on measurement and testing; Kennarrahaskoli Islands, 2 months in academic year 1979-80.


INDIA


LOYD D. BROWN -- Assoc Prof Organizational Behavior, Case Western Reserve U, Cleveland, Ohio. Lecture in planned organization change and development, organizational analysis and design, behavioral research methods; Public Enterprises Centre for Continuing Education, New Delhi, 7/79-4/80.


JOHN H. FOSTER -- Ch and Prof Food and Resource Economics, U Massachusetts, Amherst. Lecture in agricultural and resource economics; Punjab Agricultural U, Ludhiana, 12/79-7/80.


WILLIAM MULDER -- Prof English, U Utah, Salt Lake City. Director of the American Studies Research Center; Hyderabad, 7/79-7/80.


JAMES N. ROSENAU -- Dir Inst Transnational Studies, U Southern California, Los Angeles. Lecture in international relations; Jawaharlal Nehru U, New Delhi, 4/79-5/79.

JOSEPH E. SCHWARTZBERG -- Prof Geography and South Asian Studies, U Minnesota, Minneapolis. Lecture and research on human geography of South Asia, political geography; Jawaharlal U, New Delhi, 7/79-4/80.

WILLIAM S-Y WANG -- Prof Linguistics, U California, Berkeley. Lecture on linguistics (historical change and subgrouping); Osmania U, Hyderabad, 12/78-2/79.


JOHN KIMBALL WORDEN -- Assoc Prof Communications, U Vermont, Burlington. Lecture in mass communications, 16mm film production, television production, communication research; Film and Television Institute of India, Pune, 7/79-4/80.

INDO-AMERICAN FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM - ADVANCED RESEARCH IN INDIAN, 1979-80


LEE D. BARRINGER -- Asst Prof Business Administration, U North Carolina, Greensboro. An examination of market process concept arguments as applied to the food system in India; American Institute of Management, Bangalore, 1/80-7/80.

JACK FOODEN -- Prof Zoology, Chicago State U, Illinois. Study of the distribution and social and ecological interrelationships of rhesus macaques and bonnet macaques in northern peninsular India; Bombay Natural History Society, 1/80-7/80.


DAVID W. GUILLET -- Asst Prof Anthropology, U Missouri, Kansas City. A comparison of economic and ecological patterns of highland populations in the Andes of South America and in India; Delhi U, New Delhi, 5/80-7/80.


ROYDEN NAKAMURA -- Asst Prof Biology, California Polytechnic State U, San Luis Obispo. Survey of aquaculture research, training and extension services; Central Institute of Fisheries Education, Bombay, 1/80-3/80.

SAMUEL VAN ARSDALE NOE -- Prof Urban Planning and Design, U Cincinnati, Ohio. An analysis of the physical structure of Shahjahanabad (Old Delhi); Delhi U, New Delhi, 12/79-3/80.


JOHN W. POULOS -- Prof Law, U California, Davis. Research on the suspension and restoration of fundamental rights under the Constitution of India; Delhi U, New Delhi, 1/80-7/80.

JEAN D. POWERS -- Asst Prof Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, Ohio State U, Columbus. Research in determining the efficacy of antimicrobial drugs by using infectious disease models of buffaloes, sheep and goats; Panjab Agricultural U, Ludhiana, 1/80-3/80.

THOMAS E. POWERS -- Prof and Ch Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, Ohio State U, Columbus. Research in determining the efficacy of antimicrobial drugs by using infectious disease models of buffaloes, sheep and goats; Panjab Agricultural U, Ludhiana, 1/80-3/80.


CLAIR L. WEEKS -- Instructor Animation Techniques, Orange Coast Community College, Costa Mesa, California. Training courses in visual communication techniques for India's educational media development programs; National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, 6-10 months in academic year 1979-80.

IRELAND

BRUCE A. BARNES -- Prof Mathematics, U Oregon, Eugene. Lecture and research on functional analysis and repre-
sensation; Trinity College, Dublin, 10/79-6/80.


KENNETH W. GRUNDY -- Prof Political Science, Case Western Reserve U, Cleveland, Ohio. Lecture and research on international politics: theory and practice; U College Galway, 10/79-6/80.

ISRAEL

DAVIS G. BOBROW -- Prof Government and Politics, U Maryland, College Park. Lecture on American foreign policy and on methodological innovations in the study of world events; Tel Aviv U, 10/79-6/80.

MORTON M. DENN -- Prof Chemical Engineering, U Delaware, Newark. Lecture in process dynamics and control and in polymer processing; Technion-Israel Institute Technology, Haifa, 10/79-2/80.

BARRY EDWARD GROSS -- Prof English, Michigan State U, East Lansing. Lecture on problems of an industrializing and modernizing America; Ben Gurion U of the Negev, 10/79-6/80.


RONALD SAVITT -- Assoc Prof and Ch, Marketing and Economic Analysis, U Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. Lecture on international marketing, marketing channels, marketing and economic development; Hebrew U, Jerusalem, 4/80-5/80.


NORMAN TRIEFF -- Prof Environmental Toxicology, U Texas Medical Branch, Galveston. Research in environmental toxicology; Hadassah Medical School, Hebrew U, Jerusalem, 1/80-9/80.

IRWIN YELLOWITZ -- Prof History, CUNY City College, New York. Lecture on social and cultural history of the United States in the 20th century; Tel Aviv U, 10/79-6/80.

ITALY


EUGENE DENIS CHIAVERELLI -- Teaching Fellow, English Program for Foreign Students, U Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Lecture in English language teacher training program; host institution to be determined by Italian Ministry of Instruction, 9/79-8/80.


JAMES C. DAVIS -- Prof History, U Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Lecture on 20th century United States political and social history and foreign relations; U Perugia, six months in academic year 1979-80.


BERNAARD GOODMAN -- Prof Physics, U Cincinnati, Ohio. Research on dynamical theory of electrons; U Trieste, six months in academic year 1979-80.


MICHAEL KARRIS -- Teaching Asst English, U California, Los Angeles. Teaching English as a foreign language; affiliation to be determined, 10/78-8/80.
ARThUR J. KRENER -- Assoc Prof Mathematics, U California, Davis. Lecture and research on asymptotic observers for nonlinear systems; U Rome, 4/79-6/79.


HELEN W. ROSS -- Assoc Prof and Director Infant Program, School Family Studies and Consumer Sciences, San Diego State U, California. Research on behavior of infants and mothers as it relates to undernutrition; U Rome, 8/79-8/80.

GUSTAV SCHACHTER -- Prof Economics, Northeastern U, Boston, Massachusetts. Lecture on regional economics, U Rome, six months in academic year 1979-80.


JERRY LEE VROEGH -- Instructor English as a Second Language, U Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette. Lecture in English language teacher training program; host institution to be determined by Italian Ministry of Instruction, 9/79-8/80.

HOWARD R. WEINER -- Assoc Prof History and Director Urban Studies, CUNY College Staten Island, New York. Research on new town planning in 20th century Italy; U Rome, four months during 1979-80.


IVORY COAST

JANIS A. MAYES -- Asst Prof Comparative Literature, U Texas at Dallas, Richardson. Lecture in American fiction, Afro-American literature; National U Abidjan, 10/79-7/80.

STEPHEN E. PUCKETTE -- Dean of the College and Prof Mathematics, U of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee. Lecture on calculus, complex variables, and linear and abstract algebra; National U Abidjan, 9/79-7/80.

JAMAICA


JAPAN


GERALD BENJAMIN -- Ch and Assoc Prof, Political Science, SUNY New Paltz, New York. Teach American government and politics, public policy and administration; U Tokyo and others in area, 4/80-1/81.


ROLAND A. DELATTRE -- Prof and Ch American Studies, U Minnesota, Minneapolis. Keynote speaker at Kyoto American Studies Seminar, 7/79.

THEODORE B. HOFFMAN -- Prof Humanities and Music, U South Florida, Tampa. Research on the development of music in Japan since 1950; affiliation to be determined, 5/80-6/80.


BRUCE D. LARKIN -- Prof Politics, Merrill College, U California, Santa Cruz. Lecture on Chinese foreign policy; affiliation to be determined, 4/80-1/81.

C. SCOTT LITTLETON -- Assoc Prof Anthropology, Occidental College, Los Angeles, California. Lecture on American cultural anthropology; U Tokyo, Waseda U, Tokyo, 4/80-1/81.


NEIL L. WATERS -- Asst Prof History, Virginia Commonwealth U, Richmond, Virginia. Senior translator and
editorial adviser to The Japan Interpreter; Center for Japanese Social and Political Studies, Tokyo, 7/79-4/80.

JORDAN


KENYA

BYRON L. BONDURANT -- Prof Agricultural Engineering, Ohio State U, Columbus. Lecture on soil and water conservation engineering; U Nairobi, 9/79-6/80.

EDWIN G. BOVILL, JR. -- Prof and Vice Chairman Orthopedic Surgery, U California, San Francisco. Lecture on orthopedic surgery, trauma and fractures; U Nairobi, 9/79-6/80.

JOSEPH C. DANIEL, JR. -- Prof and Head Zoology, U Tennessee, Knoxville. Lecture on veterinary anatomy and reproductive physiology of mammals; U Nairobi, 9/79-6/80.

DARRELL W. HAAS -- Lecturer, Biochemistry, U Nairobi, Kenya. Lecture on biochemistry and carbohydrate metabolism; U Nairobi, 8/79-7/80.

KOREA


CHE GIL CHANG -- Head, Cataloging Department, Howard Doane Library, Denison U, Granville, Ohio. Assist in computerizing the cataloguing system; Seoul National U Library, 9/79-12/79.


EDWIN ROSS LEWISON -- Prof History, Seton Hall U, South Orange, New Jersey. Lecture on American, European and Middle American history; research on history of the Korean War; Keimyung U and Hankuk U of Social Work, Taegu, 8/79-7/80.

CONSTANCE C. LIM -- Coordinator, Reading Specialist Credential Program and Teacher Preparation Ctr, California State Polytechnic U, Pomona. Lecture on TEL methods and English education; Hankuk U Foreign Studies, 8/79-7/80.


LESOTHO


LIBERIA


LAWRENCE F. GRIES -- Assoc Prof Chemistry, CUNY, Queens College, Flushing, New York. Lecture in organic chem-


GORDON ERIC WAGNER -- Assoc Prof Economics, Wells College, Aurora, New York. Lecture on urban and regional development economics, international monetary and financial economics; Cutttington U College, Suacoco, 7/79-7/80.


JOHN BENHAM GERRISH -- Asst Prof Agricultural Engineering, Michigan State U, East Lansing. Lecture on farm power and machinery and dairy automation; Bunda College of Agriculture, U Malawi, Bunda, 9/79-6/80.


CLAYTON A. ROBARCHEK -- Lecturer, Sociology and Anthropology, California State College, Bakersfield. Lecture in psychological anthropology; Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 5/79-1/80.


CHARLES STEPHEN BIRD -- Prof Linguistics, Indiana U, Bloomington, Indiana. Lecture and research on national language literacy and rural education; Ecole Normale Superieur and Centre Pedagogique Superieur, Bamako, 8/79-6/80.

MEXICO

BOLESŁAW A. BOCZEK -- Prof Political Science, Kent State U, Ohio. Lecture in international law; Institute for Legal Research, National Autonomous U Mexico, Acacian Campus, Mexico City, 9/79-6/80.


ERNEST ARTHUR DUFF -- Prof Political Science, Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Virginia. Lecture in international relations; National Autonomous U Mexico, Acacian Campus, Mexico City, 6/79-6/80.

THOMAS GRAY EXTER -- Instructor Social Sciences Division, Corning Community College, New York. Lecture in demography and development; U Guadalajara, 9/79-6/80.

RAUL A. FERNANDEZ -- Assoc Prof Economics and Comparative Culture, U California, Irvine. Lecture on economic theory and non-neoclassical economics; Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City, 7/79-6/80.


ROBERT V. KEMPER -- Assoc Prof Anthropology, Southern Methodist U, Dallas, Texas. Longitudinal ethnographic study of migrants from Tzintzuntzan (Michoacan) to Mexico City and other urban destinations; National Institute Anthropology and History, Mexico City, 1/80-6/80.

JAMES O. LECKIE -- Assoc Prof Environmental Engineering, Stanford U, California. Research on environmental studies; Center for Atmospheric Studies, National Autonomous U Mexico, Mexico City, 9/79-6/80.


GEORGE B. SANDERS -- Economics Instructor, U Colorado, Boulder. Develop a simulation model of Mexico to be used to assess the economic tradeoffs from different energy policies; National Autonomous U Mexico, Mexico City, 9/79-6/79.

MOROCCO

CHARLES CHRISTOPHER KNIPP -- Free lance writer and
translating, San Francisco, California. Teach TEFL methodology and American literature; Rabat, 10/79-6/80.

NEAR EAST/SOUTH ASIA SHORT-TERM AWARDS

KEITH ANDEN ACREPOHL -- Assoc Professor, Art and Art History, U Iowa, Iowa City. Lecture in print-making, drawing and painting; College Fine Arts, Cairo, Egypt, and National College Art, Lahore, Pakistan, 10/79-1/80.

SIDNEY HERBERT ABRONSON -- Prof and Ch Sociology, CUNY Brooklyn College, New York. Lecture in sociology and social history of the family, history of sociological thought; Hebrew U, Jerusalem, Israel, and several institutions in India, 11/78-2/79.


ROBERT ARTHUR GROSS -- Prof Music, Occidental College, Los Angeles, California. Lecture in violin, composition, 20th century music; Cairo Conservatoire, Egypt, 10/79-12/79.

MORTON J. HORWITZ -- Prof Law, Harvard U, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Lecture in American legal history, American political thought, torts and contracts; U Tel Aviv, Israel, 12/78-1/79.

ESTELLE JAMES -- Provost Social and Behavioral Sciences, Prof Economics, SUNY Stony Brook, New York. Lecture in educational administration, human resources, women's studies, welfare economics; U Colombo, Sri Lanka, and several universities in India, 9/79-1/80.


NEPAL

AL J. LINGG -- Prof Bacteriology, U Idaho, Moscow. Lecture in general, applied and environmental microbiology, soil and aquatic microbiology; Tribhuvan U, Kathmandu, 8/79-6/80.


NETHERLANDS

LARRY DAVID BARNETT -- Asst Prof Law, Delaware Law School, Widener College, Wilmington, Delaware. Research on policy problems in the control of fertility; U Leiden, 8/79-12/79.

WAYNE E. CHAMPION -- Prof Industrial Design, San Jose State U, California. Lecture and research on industrial design and professional design services, Technical U Delft, 1/80-6/80.

HARRY A. CRISSMAN -- Biology, Biophysics and Instrumentation Staff, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico. Research on utilization of flow cytometric techniques for clinical studies of cell kinetics and the effects of chemotherapeutic agents in various forms of leukemia; University Hospital, Catholic U, Nijmegen, 9/79-1/80.

PENNIS KARL DAVIS -- Assoc Prof Communications, Cleveland State U, Ohio. Lecture in political aspects of mass communication; U Amsterdam, 9/79-1/80.

NICHOLAS V. FINDLER -- Prof Computer Science and Mathematics, SUNY Buffalo, Amherst, New York. Research on decision making under uncertainty and risk; information retrieval system using heuristic search; Free U and U Amsterdam, 9/79-6/80.


LOUIS ALLEN SHERMAN -- Assoc Prof Biological Sciences, U Missouri, Columbia. Research on use of recombinant DNA techniques to clone and analyze genes from blue grass algae coding for photosynthetic functions; U Leiden, 8/79-1/80.


NEW ZEALAND
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JERRY L. WILHM -- Ch and Prof Ecology, Fisheries and Wildlife, Oklahoma State U, Stillwater. Lecture on ecology and environmental science, with emphasis on aquatic ecology; U Waikato, Hamilton, 2/79-6/79.

NIGER


NIGERIA


ELAINE J. HAGLUND -- Director, Educational Psychology Clinic, California State U, Long Beach. Lecture in adolescent psychology; U Calabar, 9/79-6/80.

HARVEY DAVID VARNET -- Asst Prof and Asst Director Library Science, Bristol Community College, Fall River, Massachusetts. Lecture in educational technology; U Calabar, 9/79-6/80.

NORWAY

KENNETH G. HAGEN -- Assoc Prof Theology, Marquette U, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Lecture on Reformation history, research on Martin Luther; U Oslo, 7/79-6/80.

DONALD F. KAPRAUN -- Assoc Prof Biology, U North Caro-


CHARLES S. PRIMMORE -- Prof Social Work, U Alabama, University. Lecture and research on social work education; U Trondheim, 7/79-6/80.

CATHERINE O. RINGEN -- Asst Prof Linguistics, U Iowa, Iowa City. Lecture and research on American English phonology; U Trondheim, 7/79-6/80.

LAWRENCE E. ROSE -- Asst Prof Government and Foreign Affairs, U Virginia, Charlottesville. Lecture and research on politics of consumer protection policies; U Oslo, 7/79-6/80.


IAN F. STONE -- Prof Psychology, U Maine, Orono. Lecture and research on political psychology; U Oslo, 7/79-6/80.

PAKISTAN

BRIAN CAREY BENNETT -- Assoc Prof and Area Coordinator Anthropology, Appalachian State U, Boone, North Carolina. Lecture in social and educational anthropology, including peasantry and community studies; Quaid-i-Azam U, Islamabad, 9/79-6/80.


PERU


CARL D. COKER -- Acting Ch and Prof Art, U Tulsa, Oklahoma. Lecture and conduct research in fine arts; Lima university, 8/79-1/80.

O. S. FURMAN -- Asst Prof Art, Pitzer College, Claremont, California. Lecture and research in fine arts; U Oslo, 9/79-9/79.

MARGARET HANES HIER -- Head, Department Special Education, Valdosta State College, Georgia. Teach a one-month course to postgraduate students of special education and teachers of the retarded and handicapped; Catholic U, Lima, 8/79. 31
Marilyn McClaran -- Faculty Research Assoc, Latin American Center, U California, Los Angeles. Lecture on anthropological linguistics and research on Quechua practical reasoning; U Cuzco, 9/79-2/80.

Lloyd M. Nyhus -- Prof Surgery, U Illinois College of Medicine, Chicago. Lecture in gastroenterology; Cayetano Heredia U, Lima, 6/79-7/79.


PHILIPPINES

Willard T. Austin -- Asst Prof Sociology, North Carolina State U, Raleigh. Analysis of formal and informal dispute processing with special focus on rural town courts; Central Luzon State U, Munice, 1/80-5/80.

Justin J. Green -- Assoc Prof Political Science, Villanova U, Pennsylvania. Research on longitudinal changes underlying political orientation among Philippine women leaders; Philippine Women's U, Manila, 7/79-12/79.

Edwin A. Hess -- Ch and Prof Biological Sciences, Eastern Kentucky U, Richmond. Teaching and research to aid in the development and strengthening of undergraduate and graduate biology; De La Salle, Manila, 5/79-12/79.


Kenneth Ray Young -- Prof History and Social Science, Western Connecticut State College, Danbury. Coordinator for 14th American Studies Seminar and lecturer on American diplomacy in Asia; U Philippines, Manila, 9/79-2/80.

Poland

Diana E. Bartley -- Assoc Prof Curriculum and Instruction, U Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Lecture in methodology of teaching English as a foreign or second language; U Warsaw, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)

Cathleen Bru Cake -- Asst Instructor, General Linguistics, U Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Teach English, Higher School of Pedagogy, Bydgoszcz, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)


William Giczewski -- Asst Prof English, Chapman College, San Diego, California. Lecture on Cooper and Hawthorne as American innovators in the tradition of Sir Walter Scott; Siles U, Breslau, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)

Marilyn G. Glenn -- Alexandria, Virginia. Lecture in sociolinguistic aspects of language variation and change; U Lodz, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)


John Staehler -- Prof English, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana. Lecture in American literature as ideological protest, American romanticism, nature in American poetry; U Wroclaw, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)


GEORGE TESAR -- Assoc Prof Marketing, U Wisconsin, Whitewater. Lecture on international marketing and marketing management; Central School of Planning and Statistics, Warsaw, 9/79-1/80.


PORTUGAL


KEVIN ALBERT RYAN -- Prof Education, Ohio State U, Columbus. Lecture on current methodologies and techniques for teacher education; Ministry of Education, Lisbon, 2/80-5/80.


GERALD P. WIRTZ -- Assoc Prof Ceramic Engineering, Illinois, Urbana. Lecture and research on electric and energy-related applications of ceramics, lattice energies and transport properties of oxides; U Aveiro, 1/80-5/80.

ROSALYN S. YALOW -- Chief Nuclear Medicine Service, Veterans Administration Hospital, Bronx, New York. Teach postgraduate course in pancreatology; U Lisbon, 6/79.

ROMANIA


JOHN ROBERT LAMPE -- Assoc Prof History, U Maryland, College Park. Research on Bucharest as industrial center and modern city, 1860-1940 (modernization and social stratification); Nicolae Iorga Institute, Bucharest, 9/79-11/79.


JOHN WILBERT RATHBUN -- Prof English and American Studies, California State University, Los Angeles. Lecture in American literature, especially the romantic period and American literary realism; U Cluj, 9/79-6/80.


RWANDA


SENEGAL

YVES R. P. BIZIEN -- Asst Prof Economics, U Texas, Austin. Lecture on demography and economic development; U Dakar, 10/79-7/80.


SIERRA LEONE

JANICE E. WEAVER -- Asst Prof Economics, U South Florida, Tampa. Lecture on economic theory and analysis; Fourah Bay College, U Sierra Leone, Freetown, 9/79-6/80.

SINGAPORE


SOMALIA


SPAIN


JAMES EUGENE NOLAN -- New Orleans, Louisiana. Lecturer in 20th century American literature and culture; Universidade Central de Barcelona, 10/79-6/80.

SRI LANKA

FRED GUGGENHEIM -- Prof Education, Lehman College, CUNY, New York. Lecture on educational psychology, behavior modification, and curriculum development; U Colombo, 10/79-7/80.


SUDAN

CALVIN W. SCHWABE -- Prof Epidemiology, School Veterinary Medicine, U California, Davis. Lecture on epidemiology and zoonoses; interrelated research on hydatid disease among Nilotic tribes, their indigenous medical/veterinary practices, historical continuity of same; Khartoum U, 10/79-5/80.

GWENDOLYN THOMPSON SCHWABE -- Lecturer and Director, English and Linguistics, U California, Davis. Testing ESL materials/methodologies in developing academic skills; Ahfad College, Khartoum, 10/79-5/80.


MOHMED K. YOUSEF -- Prof and Director, Desert Bio Res Ctr, Department Biosciences, U Nevada, Las Vegas. Courses in environmental and general physiology and endocrinology; research on comparative mechanisms for thermal tolerance; Gezira U, Wad Medani, 10/79-7/80.

SURINAM

JOHN A. VOSBURGH -- Adjunct Faculty, Political Science, U Arizona, Tucson. Lecture in international law and relations, comparative American, British and French law; U Surinam, Paramaribo, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)

SWAZILAND


SWEDEN


ERIC S. KNOWLES -- Assoc Prof Psychology, U Wisconsin, Green Bay. Research on social psychology; Gothenburg U, 3 months between 9/79-6/80.


SYRIA

HENRY J. DONAGHY -- Ch and Prof English and Philosophy, Idaho State U, Pocatello. Lecture in 19th and 20th
century English and American literature; Damascus U, 10/79-6/80.


Taiwan

Phillip Eugene Crunk -- Assoc Prof Social Work and Special Asst to Academic Vice President, U Alabama, University. Lecture in sociology and social welfare; Tatung U, Taichung; Department of Social Affairs, Nantou, 8/79-6/80.


Eugene Carl Schaffer -- Asst Prof College Human Development and Learning, U North Carolina, Charlotte. Teach American educational techniques; Kaohsiung Teachers' College, 8/79-6/80.


Tanzania


Thailand


Ronald Provencher -- Assoc Prof and Ch Anthropology, Northern Illinois U, DeKalb. Lecture and advise in Faculty of Social Sciences; Chiang Mai U, 5/79-9/80.

Togo


Turkey


Ronald E. West -- Prof Chemical Engineering, U Colorado, Boulder. Lecture on chemical engineering, heat and mass transfer, and thermodynamics; Bogazici U, Istanbul, 10/79-6/80.

Calhoun Winton -- Prof English, U Maryland, College Park. Lecture on 18th century English literature, the novel, and American literature before 1900; Hacettepe U, 10/79-7/80.

U.S.S.R.


### United Kingdom


**Dan T. Carter** -- Andrew W. Mellon Prof Southern History, Emory U, Atlanta, Georgia. Lecture on history of the American south; Polytechnic of Central London, 1/80-6/80.


**Joseph E. Illick** -- Prof History, San Francisco State U, California. Lecture on colonial American history; U East Anglia, 9/79-6/80.


**Carolyn A. Marvin** -- Lecturer, Communications, U Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. Lecture on U.S. media development; Polytechnic Central London, 9/79-12/79.


**Bruce B. Solnick** -- Assoc Prof History, SUNY, Albany. Lecture on Latin American history; U College of Wales, Cardiff, 9/79-6/80.


### Uruguay

**Daniel W. Boller** -- Asst Dean College Liberal Arts, U Arizona, Tucson. Lecture in curriculum planning in higher education, U Republic, Montevideo, 7/79-12/79.

**John C. Bruckman** -- Ch Departments Human Resources and Small Business Management, California State Polytechnic U, Pomona. Seminars on motivation and industrial relations; Centro Nacional de Tecnologia y Productividad Industrial, Montevideo, 6/79-7/79.

**Edison E. Easton** -- Ch and Prof Business Administration,


DONALD P. IRISH -- Prof Sociology, Hamline U, St. Paul, Minnesota. Offer seminars on research methods, marriage and the family, death, race relations; Institute of Social Studies, U Republic, Montevideo, 8/79-10/79.

HERBERT J. KUHNKE -- Asst Prof Sociology and Social Work, Brier Cliff College, Sioux City, Iowa. Lecture and direct research in social and cultural anthropology and folklore; U Republic, Montevideo, 8/79-12/79.


VENEZUELA


LESLIE E. SPONSEL -- Visiting Instructor Anthropology, U Massachusetts, Amherst. Lecture to National Advisory Commission on Educational Reform; Ministry Education and Culture, Montevideo, within academic year 1979-80.

YUGOSLAVIA

S. ALEXANDER BILLON -- Prof Business Administration, U Delaware, Newark. Analysis of technology transfer process in selected Yugoslav-Western joint-venture industrial projects; U Belgrade, 9/79-2/80.

SIDNEY CHAFETZ -- Prof Art, Ohio State U, Columbus. Illustrated lectures on American art, especially print making, and workshops; U Belgrade, 2/80-6/80.

RICHARD EARL FORD -- Prof and Head Plant Pathology, U Illinois, Urbana. Lecture on corn and soybean viruses and virus epidemiology; U Belgrade, 7/80-8/78.


DAVOR JEDLICKA -- Asst Prof Sociology, U Zagreb, Croatia. Symposium on population redistribution and socioeconomic growth; Inter-University Center Graduate Studies, Dubrovnik, 4/79-5/79.

WILLIAM JOHN LIBBY -- Prof Forestry and Genetics, U California, Berkeley. Lecture on cloning of forest trees, gene conservation and long-term domestication strategy; U Zagreb, 10/79-6/80.

JOSEPH LYONS -- Prof Psychology, U California, Davis. Research in neuromuscular rehabilitation; U Ljubljana, 10/78-12/78.

JAMES EDWARD MONSON -- Prof Engineering, Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California. Lecture on electromagnetic, engineering electronics, communications theory and computer science; U Titograd, 1/80-6/80.


GAVRIEL SALVENDY -- Prof and Ch, School Industrial Engineering, Purdue U, West Lafayette, Indiana. Lecture in industrial ergonomics, including psychomotor performance, selection and training of personnel, quality of working life and job design; U Belgrade, 9/79.


SUZANNE TUCKER STATAN -- Teacher, American Language Institute, San Francisco, California. Teaching of English as a foreign language; U Skopje, 10/79-6/80.

CAROLINE HESTER VAUGHAN -- Lecturer, English, San Francisco State U; and Teacher, ESL, American Language Institute, San Francisco, California. Teaching of English as a foreign language; U Novi Sad, 10/79-6/80.

ZAIRE

WATT MACAFFEY -- Prof and Ch Sociology and Anthropology, Haverford College, Pennsylvania. Lecture in and research on comparison of social and religious studies; National U Zaire, Kisangani, 9/79-6/80.

LOU SHAPIRO -- Asst Prof Economics, Ohio State U, Columbus. Lecture on labor economics, demography; National U Zaire, Kinshasa, 3/80-6/80.

ROBERT EARL WHITEHEAD -- Asst Prof English, National U Zaire, Bukavu. Lecture on American literature; Institut Superieur Pedagogique, National U Zaire, Bukavu, 9/79-6/80. (Renewal)
Zambia
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AFRICAN SHORT-TERM AWARDS

JARO MAYDA -- Prof Law & Public Policy, Sch Law, U of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras. Lecture on environmental policy and law; Ecole Nationale d’Economie Appliquee, Dakar, Senegal, May-June 1980.

FRANK J. PARKER -- Assoc Prof Management, Boston College, Massachusetts. Lecture on real estate finance and planning; insurance; Rwanda, Upper Volta, Congo, Jan-March 1980.

MARK A. TESSLER -- Prof and Chairman Political Science, U of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Lecture on social science research methodology; U Rwanda, Jan-March 1980.

ALGERIA

KATHERINE E. MUEHLHAUSEN -- Teaching Assistant, English, U of Utah, Salt Lake City. Consultation on curriculum design, methodology and materials; conduct in-service teacher training seminars; U of Algiers, provincial universities and government agencies, Sept 1979-June 1980.

AUSTRALIA


JOHN S. GALBRAITH -- Prof History, UCLA. Research in the approaches of Australian historians to the teaching of their history; Australian-American relations during the 1920s; U of Sydney, Jan-April 1980.


LORIN W. ROBERTS -- Prof Botany, U of Idaho, Moscow. Lecture on developmental plant physiology, research in mechanisms in plant cyto-differentiation; Australian National U, Canberra, Jan-Dec 1980.

DAVID S. SIMONETT -- Prof and Chairman Geography, U of California, Santa Barbara. Consultation on remote sensing and spatial information; U of New South Wales, Sydney, June-Dec 1980.


LOUISE C. WADE -- Assoc Prof History, U of Oregon, Eugene. Lecture on American urban and social history; Deakin U, Belmont, June-Dec 1980.

BAHRAIN

FRANK WHITEHOUSE, JR. -- Assoc Prof Microbiology, U of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Lecture on microbiology and consult on curriculum development; U of Persian Gulf, Manama, Nov 1979-May 1980.

BRAZIL

LESTER ASHEIM -- Prof Library Science, U of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Lecture and research in national and comparative library organization; U de Brasilia, June-July 1979.

BULGARIA


BURMA

SAMSON S. SHIGETOMI -- State Dir Vocational Education, U of Hawaii, Honolulu. Consultation on developing, articulating and evaluating vocational education curricula; Regional College System, Rangoon, April-June 1979.

CAMEROON


COLOMBIA


CYPRUS


CZECHOSLOVAKIA


EGYPT


FRANCE


ROBERT H. WOOD -- Prof Chemistry, U of Delaware, Newark. Lecture and research in functional group interactions in aqueous non-electrolytes and activity expansion for representing thermodynamic data; U of Clermont-Ferrand II, Jan-June 1980.


ABSHI FIPA -- Prof, Dept French and Italian, U of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Research in Italo-Albanian literature; U of Munich, Jan-July 1980.


PHAEDON J. KOZTRIS -- Prof Law, Ohio State U, Columbus. Teach a postgraduate seminar on multi-national corporations and an introductory course on American legal systems, and help organize a Moot court program; U of Thessaloniki, Feb-June 1980.


A. HUGH ADAMS -- President, Broward Community College, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Regional seminars on "The College and the Community," in Delhi, Pune, and Madras; U.S. Educational Foundation in India, New Delhi, Oct-Nov 1979.


SEYMOUR ESKOW -- President, Rockland Community College, Suffern, New York. Regional seminars on "The College and the Community," in Delhi, Pune, Madras, and Bhubaneswar; U.S. Educational Foundation in India, New Delhi, Oct-Nov 1979.


MAXWELL C. KING -- President, Brevard Community College, Cocoa, Florida. Regional seminars on "The College and the Community," in Delhi, Pune, Madras, and Bhubaneswar; U.S. Educational Foundation in Delhi, Pune, Madras, and Bhubaneswar, Oct-Nov 1979.


INDO-AMERICAN FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM -- ADVANCED RESEARCH IN INDIA, 1979-80


RON P. DUBOIS -- Prof Art, Oklahoma State U, Stillwater. A 16mm-film documentation of the working processes of the potters of India; Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi, Sept 1979-Jul 1980.

MARION J. RICE -- Prof and Head Dept of Social Science Education, U of Georgia, Athens. Compensatory education and affirmative action in higher education in India; U of Kerala, Trivandrum, Dec 1979-Sep 1980.

PAMELA S. COWAN -- Law Clerk, Federal District Court, Western District of Washington, Seattle. Lecture on criminal law and procedure, advice on development of a Center of Criminal Law; U of Indonesia, Dec 1979-Dec 1980.

WOON-PING C. HOLADAY -- Asst Prof Humanities, Drexel U, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Lecture on American literature and culture, assistance in developing American studies program; U of Indonesia, Jakarta, Jan-Dec 1979.

STEVEN S. MILLER -- Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, King County Courthouse, Seattle, Washington. Lecture on criminal law and procedure, assistance in developing a Center of Criminal Law; Hasanuddin U, Ujung Pandang, South Sulawesi, Jan 1979-Jan 1980.


SUSAN RAE COLE -- EFL/ESL Teacher, San Francisco State U, California. Lecture on English language teacher training at institution to be determined by Italian Ministry of Education; Sept 1979-Sep 1980.


DOUGLAS M. HUFF -- Principal Bassoonist, Sacramento Symphony Orchestra, California. Courses in music; perform once with the National Symphony Orchestra; Seoul, Sept 1979-June 1980, renewal.


NEAR EAST/SOUTH ASIAN SHORT TERM AWARDS

JANICE C. COFFEY -- Assoc Prof Biology, St. Mary's College, Raleigh, North Carolina. Lecture on general and advanced botany, plant systematics and general biology; several universities in Egypt, Feb-June 1980.

LINFORD L. LOUGHEED -- Dir English Language Training, Education Development Center, Newton, Massachusetts. To teach English as a foreign language, to work with in-service teachers, and to establish classroom and laboratory curricula in English for special purposes; Monastir Science Center, with consultation at Ministry of Education and Institute of Management, Tunis, Nov 1979-March 1980.

NEW ZEALAND


JOEL F. MEIER -- Prof Recreation Management, U of Montana, Missoula. Outdoor education courses and program development; Otago U, Dunedin, Jan-July 1980.

MYLES C. RADEMAN -- Dir of Planning, Town of Created Butte, Colorado. Lecture on rural environmental studies; Massey U, Palmerston North, June-Dec 1980.


JOHN L. SULLIVAN -- Assoc Prof Political Science, U of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Lecture on American politics, social science research methodology; U of Canterbury, Christchurch, May-Nov 1980.

NIGERIA

GEORGE W. BERAN -- Prof & Full Member, Graduate Faculty Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive Medicine, Iowa State U, Ames. Lecture on veterinary public health and epidemiology; Ahmadu Bello U, Zaria, Feb-Aug 1980.


PERU

CLaire D. STRATFORD -- Community Services Team Leader, Saratoga Mental Health Center, Saratoga Springs, New York. Lecture on clinical methods in interventions and family systems; work with faculty to design curriculum for the clinical sequence that includes systems theory and communications theory; Catholic U of Lima, June-Sept 1980.

ROMANIA


ZDENEK SALZMANN -- Prof Anthropology, U of Massachusetts, Amherst. Research in the socio-economic transformations in the Czech-speaking villages of the southern Romanian Banat; U of Timisoara, April-Aug 1980.

PAUL JONAS -- Prof Economics, U of New Mexico, Albuquerque. Lecture on economic development and planning techniques; U of Dakar, Jan-July 1980.

SINGAPORE


HAROLD S. WILSON -- Assoc Prof History, Old Dominion U, Norfolk, Virginia. Lecture on American political tradition, emergence of modern America; U of Singapore, June 1979-June 1980.

SPAIN

Postdoctoral Research Awards under the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation between the U.S. and Spain


ROSLYN M. FRANK -- Assoc Prof Dept Spanish & Portuguese, U of Iowa, Iowa City. Socio-economic structures of rural Basque society during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance; U of Deusto, Bilbao and other institutions, Jan-June 1980.


RICHARD KAGAN -- Assoc Prof History, Johns Hopkins U, Baltimore, Maryland. History of Spain's legal profession between 1500 and 1800; Jan-July 1980.


DOROTHY LEGARETA -- Asst Prof Education and Dir Children's School, Mills College, Oakland, California. Emigration of Basque children during the Spanish Civil War; Sept 1979-April 1980.


SRI LANKA

BODERIC J. MITCHELL -- Assoc Prof Biology, Colorado Women's College, Denver. Lecture on ecology, conservation of natural resources, forest ecology; U of Kelaniya, Oct 1979-June 1980.

SYRIA


MARVIN H. POPE -- Prof Semitic Languages and Literatures, Dir Graduate Studies Near Eastern Languages and Literatures, Yale U, New Haven, Connecticut. Lectures and/or seminars on Ugaritic, comparative Semitic philology, literatures, inscriptions; consultation on methods, tools and bibliography for Semitic studies; U of Aleppo, Feb-June 1980.

TANZANIA


THAILAND


TUNISIA

DAVID LAIRD -- Prof English and American Studies, California State U, Los Angeles. Lecture on American studies, general area of American social history and the arts; U of Tunis, Nov 1979-June 1980.
TURKEY

DAVID K. KLINE -- Assoc Prof, Lecturer and Research Associate, Administration, Planning & Social Policy, Graduate School of Education, School of Public Health, Harvard U, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Lecture on development of degree and non-degree training programs for adults and research on planning and evaluation; Bogazici U, Istanbul, Nov 1979-July 1980.

DONALD R. ROWE -- Prof Engineering Technology, Western Kentucky U, Bowling Green. Lecture on environmental engineering, water chemistry biology, industrial waste water treatment; Ege U, Izmir, Jan-June 1980.

U.S.S.R.


VENEZUELA

ROSS OJEDA -- Architectural and Planning Consultant, Salvador, Bahia, Brazil. Lecture on architecture and environmental planning; U of Zulia, Maracaibo, Sept-Dec 1979.

YUGOSLAVIA

FRANCISCO J. AVALA -- Prof Genetics, U of California, Davis. Lectures and consultation on population genetics; U of Belgrade, Sept 1979.


ZAIRE


WITHDRAWALS

AFRICA: Herman G. Berkman
FIJI: Jay K. Miller
KOREA: Romeo E. Cartier
PHILIPPINES: W. Timothy Austin
SENEGAL: Yves R.P. Bizien
U.S.S.R.: Myer R. Wolfe